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Abstract— The precise location of tumors is an important
step in surgical planning that can be obtained from mechanical
properties of soft tissues. In this paper we propose a robotic-
assisted palpation system that automatically moves an ultra-
sound probe to optimize the elastography process and improve
the resulting elastogram. The main contribution of this work
is the use of the elastography modality directly as input of
the robot controller. Force measures are also considered in
the probe control in order to automatically induce soft tissue
deformation needed for real-time elastography imaging process.
Moreover, an automatic exploration process is implemented to
orient the probe to reach different views of a soft tissue target of
interest. This allows to improve the elastogram quality of the
element of interest by fusing the information observed from
different positions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonography is a popular medical imaging technique

with many clinical applications. Its properties of portability,

no ionising radiation, real-time acquisition, and low cost are

very attractive in clinical practice. The ultrasound is well

known for the propagation of mechanical waves on high

frequency compression. It allows the construction of morpho-

logical images of organs, but lacks fundamental quantitative

information of the elastic properties of tissue.

Ultrasound elastography is a non-invasive technique that

estimates tissue stiffness and provides additional clinical in-

formation. For these reasons, elastography has gained interest

on diagnosis of diseases, monitoring of ablation treatment

for hepatocellular carcinoma [1], liver tumor ablation [2],

estimation of mechanical properties of tissue [3], diagnosis of

benign and malignant thyroid modules [4] and liver fibrosis

[5]. Moreover, ultrasound elastography does not necessarily

require special hardware or major alterations in the equip-

ment, therefore, it can be integral part of any ultrasound

system, from large cart-based to pocket size systems.

Since 2012, the concept of using robotic systems to facil-

itate the elastography process has been considered. A robot-

assisted system was proposed for real-time laparoscopic

ultrasound elastography [6]. It showed an improvement with

respect to the manual palpation for elastography using the

da Vinci S surgical robot (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale,

CA). Another system was proposed for laparoscopic ultra-

sound elastography using a vibrator positioned on the patient

body instead of palpation [7].
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Recently, the force control of a robot that allows perform-

ing a consistent pre-loading was considered in order to obtain

an elasticity image [8]. Also, a robot-assisted system was

proposed in [9] as a solution for segmenting rigid objects in

elastographic images based on a machine learning algorithm.

These previous works showed clearly that the use of a robotic

system can improve the elastography process.

In this paper, we propose a control scheme that com-

bines visual information and force measurement to auto-

matically move an ultrasound probe mounted on a robotic

arm to generate the palpation motion needed for quantitative

elastography. The idea to use visual information extracted

from medical image modalities in a robotic control scheme,

specially in B-mode ultrasound, has already been presented

in several works. Recently, a visual servoing model using

ultrasound confidence maps was proposed in [10] to improve

the ultrasound image quality with excellent performance.

The aim of our work is to automatize the palpation

motion required to perform the elastography of a region

of interest (ROI) in the observed ultrasound image. We

design a hybrid force-vision control approach that considers

the current estimated strain map as visual features. The

robotic task we propose consists in automatically moving

the US probe to reach different view angles of an element

of interest while generating tissue compression required

for the elastography process. Warping and averaging the

obtained strain maps improves then the elastogram quality.

Such improvement of the elastogram quality was already

considered without robotic assistance in [11] where a spatial-

angular compounding elastography based on multiple US

beam steering was introduced. To the best of our knowledge,

it is the first time elastogram images are directly used in a

robotic closed-loop control. In Section II-A, we first present

an introduction to the elastography process and how we

estimate the elastograms. Section II-B details our control

approach based on force and elastogram information to

automatically control 3 degrees of freedom (3 DOF in the

image plane) of a robotized ultrasound probe. Experimental

results validating our method are presented and discussed in

Section III.

II. METHODS

A. Ultrasound Elastography

Mechanical properties of an organ or tissue are essential

for the diagnosis in medicine. For example, a tumor or

diseased tissue can be detected by its stiffness, generally

perceive by palpation. However, this method is limited by

the accessibility of the fingers to the tissue of interest,



and it is only qualitative and distorted by surrounding tis-

sues. Elastography is an approach able to overcome these

challenges. The term elastography was coined by Ophir et

al. [12], who proposed to use the echo waves generated by

a piezoelectric transducer array (an ultrasound probe) after

travelling through the tissues. The waves can be defined

as radio-frequency signals (RF signal) and modeled as a

succession of springs (see Fig. 1a).

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) RF signal analogy with a succession of springs S1, S2 and
S3. (b) the Hooke’s law scheme.

Elastography is performed in a rectangular ROI of an array

of RF signals that are measured by an ultrasound probe and

acquired by an ultrasound machine (see Fig. 2). Then, the

ROI dimensions and its position are kept over two or more

consecutive arrays of RF signals. If an axial force is applied

over the succession of springs (see Fig. 1b), the length in

each spring will change according to Hooke’s law, as follows:

F =
∑

i

ki∆li, (1)

where ki is the spring constant for the i-th spring, and ∆li
is the deformation of each spring. The strain value for each

i-th spring is defined as εi =
∆li
li

. Fig. 1b shows the Hooke’s

law scheme, where li is the initial length of the i-th spring,

l′i is the length after a stress is applied and ∆li = l′i − li is

the difference of lengths.

In our case, the Hooke’s law is adapted to the echo signals

and the change of length ∆l is the time-delay ∆t between

the pre- and post-compression segment of RF signal. The

improvement of the estimation of ∆t, also known as motion

estimation, is the key to compute a good strain map.

Time delay estimation (TDE) is commonly based on the

normalized cross-correlation (NCC) as proposed Ophir’s

work [12]. Additionally, there are other ways to estimate

the TDE: phase zero estimation (PZE) [13], axial velocity

estimation (AVE) [14] and optical flow (OF) [15].

The disadvantage of the existing solutions is the effect

of the lateral motion on the motion estimation, which is

computed in axial way. The search region can be tuned in

the approaches to include the lateral displacement, but the

computational cost will grow considerably. OF has advan-

tages over the other methods. It can be applied directly to the

RF signals array whereas AVE and PZE require a previous

RF signal interpolation. OF was first proposed as a motion

estimation technique in computer vision by Horn [16]. OF

methods are used to compute an approximation of the motion

field from time-varying signal amplitude. OF is defined as:

∇I·u+ It = 0, (2)

where ∇I denotes the spatial gradient of the signal ampli-

tude, It is its temporal variation and u corresponds to the

motion parameters (in two dimensions).

Let f(x, y) and g(x, y) being the pre- and post-

compressed signals in the ROI (see Fig. 2), we obtain then:

∇I(x, y) =
[

∂f(x,y)
∂x

∂f(x,y)
∂y

]

, (3)

It = g(x, y)− f(x, y) and (4)

u =
[

u v
]T

. (5)

and the OF equation (2) becomes:

[

∂f(x,y)
∂x

∂f(x,y)
∂y

]

[

u v
]T

= f(x, y)− g(x, y). (6)

Fig. 2. RF frames within a region of interest.

The ROI is divided in a set of windows (width ws ≥ 1
and height hs ≥ 1) that are positioned with at least 25%

of overlapping (Fig. 2). The values of the displacements u

and v are estimated by solving (6) using least-squares for

each window inside of the ROI. We define the estimated

parameters of u and v as û and v̂ respectively. The axial

component of the displacement, v̂, is the motion used to

compute the strain map. By estimating v̂ for all the windows

inside the ROI we obtain a map of axial displacements

denoted as d(x, y).
Once the axial displacements are estimated in the ROI,

the values of the strain are computed using the strain filter

proposed by Kallel and Ophir [17]. They show that a filter

expressed as (7) convolved with the axial component of the

motion estimation d(x, y) can generate a smooth strain map

ε(x, y).

g(n) = ξ(n)
[

1 −n+1
2

]

[

1 2 . . . n

1 1 . . . 1

]

(7)

where ξ(n) = 12
n(n2−1) and n is the number of samples in

the interval ∆y .

The strain map ε(x, y) provides the elastic information

inside the ROI. This map is changing constantly due to

lateral motion of the probe and the non-constant compression

motion. In order to improve the quality of the strain map also



known as elastogram, we use its information as the input of

the visual servoing approach presented in the next section.

B. Control law

In this section, we consider a convex ultrasound probe

attached to the end-effector of a 6-DOF robotic arm. The

different Cartesian reference frames involved are depicted in

Fig. 3. The frame Fs is attached to a 6-axes ATI Gamma

65-SI force/torque sensor, the frame Fe to the end-effector

of the robot, the frame Fg to the gravity center of mass

of the ultrasound probe and Fpc is the frame attached to

the contact point between the probe and the object surface.

The frames Fp and Fr are, respectively, the image frame

positioned at the center of the convex probe and the center

of the ROI, indicated by the user, where the elastography

process is performed.

The objective of the proposed robotic task is to perform the

automatic palpation motion while moving the probe to obtain

several strain maps at different θz angles in the image plane

of the probe. Registering and averaging together the different

estimated strain maps, which are usually very noisy, will then

improve the quality of the elastogram. This is achieved by

controlling the ultrasound probe in-plane velocity (3 DOF)

at the point of contact frame Fpc, v =
[

vx vy ωz

]⊤
.

The robotic-assisted elastography involves three simultane-

ous tasks: i) force control to continuously generate slight

tissues deformation, ii) visual control to horizontally position

the element of interest (bounded by the ROI) in the center

of the whole image in order to keep it visible, and iii)

orientation control of the ultrasound probe to obtain different

view angles of the ROI for image quality improvement after

registration and averaging processes between the estimated

strain maps.

Fig. 3. Cartesian reference frames attached to the robotic arm.

1) Force control: We apply a force control law to per-

form the compression motion between the probe and the

object being scanned to follow a desired sinusoidal force

variation value. We recall briefly the force control scheme

as described in [10]. The robot is equipped with a 6-axes

force/torque sensor providing a force tensor measurement

H
s

s expressed in the sensor frame Fs. The gravity force

tensor is H
g

g =
[

0 0 9.81mp 0 0 0
]⊤

expressed in

the gravity frame Fg, where mp is the mass of the probe. The

force transformation matrices F
s

g and F
pc

s are derived from

the known relative positions between the frames. F
s

g H
g

g is

the gravity force tensor expressed in the sensor frame Fs, and

F
pc

s allows expressing the force tensor in the point contact

frame Fpc. Therefore, the force tensor H
pc

pc expressed in

the frame Fpc can be computed by:

H
pc

pc = F
pc

s

(

H
s

s − F
s

g H
g

g

)

(8)

As we want to control the force only along the y−axis of

Fp, we define the (scalar) force control feature as sf =
[

0 1 0 0 0 0
]

H
pc

pc. The change of the force feature

through time can be expressed as:

ṡf = Lfv (9)

where Lf =
[

0 k 0
]

is an interaction matrix that relates

the force feature to the velocity of the probe v, with k being

an estimation of the contact stiffness. We define the force

error ef to minimize as the difference between the force

feature sf and a desired force s
∗

f , ef = sf − s
∗

f . To reach

an exponential decrease of this force error, we define the

desire force error variation as ė
∗

f = −λfef with λf being

the force control gain. To perform the motion of compression

between the probe and the object being scanned, we propose

a sinusoidal change of s
∗

f through time using a function as

shown in Fig. 4, defined as:

s
∗

f (τ) = F (τ) =
∆F

2

[

sin

(

(4τ − T )π

2T

)

+ 1

]

+ F0 (10)

where τ ≥ 0 is the discrete sample iteration number

(sampled at control frequency fsc), T the period of the curve

expressed in number of sample time, F0 the initial force, and

∆F the amplitude of the sinusoidal force signal we add to

obtain a repetitive compression of the soft tissue.

Fig. 4. Desired sinusoidal function proposed for the force control.

2) Horizontal centering of the target: We use the elas-

togram to automatically center a stiff object at the middle

of the full image. First, we propose to generate an image



Ig(x, y) by filtering the strain map with a gaussian function

as:

Ig(x, y) =
e−ε(x,y)2

eε
2
max

(11)

where εmax = max(|ε(x, y)|) and Ig(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]. The

aim of this function is to enhance the intensity of the rigid

objects and to decrease the intensity of the rest of the area.

Then, we compute its center of gravity, (xc, yc) using the 2D

image moments as proposed in [18]. To horizontally center

the rigid object in the full image, we minimize xc to zero.

From a basic kinematic relation we obtain the interaction

matrix Lt =
[

−1 0 yc
]

that links the variation of the

visual feature st to the probe velocity:

ṡt = Ltv (12)

The visual error is defined as et = st − s
∗

t , where st = xc

and s
∗

t is the desired visual feature that we fix to zero (center

of the image). We impose the desire visual error variation to

be ė
∗

t = −λtet with λt being the visual control gain.

3) Probe orientation: The aim of this task is to automat-

ically orient the probe to a desired angle s
∗

θ (in the image

plane) from the current angle of the probe sθ = θ − θinit.

θinit is the angle of the initial probe orientation and θ is the

angle measured during the probe orientation control. Both

angles are obtained by the odometry measures of the robot.

The variation of the angle feature sθ due to the probe velocity

is defined as:

ṡθ = Lθv (13)

where Lθ =
[

0 0 −1
]

is the interaction matrix related

to sθ. The angle error is defined as eθ = sθ − s
∗

θ , and we

impose the desired angle error variation to be ė
∗

θ = −λθeθ

with λθ being the probe orientation control gain.

4) General control law: We define L as the general

interaction matrix composed by Lf , Lt and Lθ:

L =





Lt

Lf

Lθ



 =





−1 0 yc
0 k 0
0 0 −1



 (14)

and the control law is defined as:

v = L
−1





−λtet

−λfef

−λθeθ



 (15)

It is important to remark that the matrix L is directly

invertible. Therefore, the general control law can be reduced

as:

v =





λtet + ycλθeθ

−
λfef

k

λθeθ



 (16)

III. RESULTS

We present the results in two sections. In the first part,

we validate our elastography real-time process on synthetic

and experimental data. In the second part, we present ex-

perimental results using our control approach to improve the

elastogram quality in a ROI indicated by the user.

A. Elastography validation with synthetic data

The pre-compress RF signals were simulated from FIELD

II [19]. Based on the technical features of the Ultrasonix

probe C5-2/60, a 128-element linear array transducer with a

center frequency of 3.5 MHz was modeled. The transducer

has a pitch of 468 µm and an element height of 13 mm.

Each RF array includes 100 RF scan lines. The probe

covers a depth of 80 mm and a width of 50 mm. Random

scatterers were distributed with random amplitudes within a

2D homogeneous model with dimensions 50×60 mm. The

Young’s modulus of the model was 25 kPa. A stiff object

with cylindrical shape of 10 mm-diameter and an Young’s

modulus of 75 kPa was embedded in the center of the

model. The Poisson’s ratio of the model was 0.495, and

the model contains 105 scatterers. The scatterers were then

moved according to solutions from finite element analysis

at different applied forces ∆F . The simulations with finite

element analysis were performed using the software COM-

SOL 5.0 and MATLAB 8.0. The post-compress RF signals

were then simulated from Field II using the new scatterer

distribution (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Elastography simulation.

The elastography process described in II-A was coded

in C++, and takes as input the pre- and post-compress RF

signals (see Fig. 5). The elastography output is the estimated

elastogram of the pre- and post-compress RF signals. The

obtained process time of the elastography algorithm was 20

ms corresponding to 50 fps (frames/second), over a ROI

of 50% of the RF frame size. Therefore, it is compatible

with the time constraint of a robotic control scheme. The

minimum force variation ∆F = 2N required was found

by applying different forces in the finite element analysis.

The lower relative error compared with the ground truth

computed by the finite element analysis was 5.3%, which

proves that our elastogram is well estimated.

B. Experimental results using a training abdominal phantom

For all experiments we used a Viper s850 robot (Adept

Technology Inc., USA) and an Ultrasonix 4DC7-3/40 convex

ultrasound probe (used in 2D imaging mode) rigidly attached

to its end-effector. The ultrasound frames were grabbed



from the SonixTouch ultrasound system and processed on a

workstation (Intel Xeon CPU @2.1 GHz), which computes

and sends the control law to the robot. The RF frames

were captured at a frequency of 23 Hz. The force control

law was performed with a higher frequency (200 Hz). The

visual control was performed with the same period as the

image capture (23 fps). The experiments were performed

over an ABDFAN ultrasound examination training model

(Kyoto Kagaku Co., Japan) simulating the abdomen of a

patient. The phantom manufacturer specifications notes the

presence of lesions and tumors. Experiments were performed

selecting a ROI including hepatic lesions and pancreatic

tumors.

In the experiments, the probe was initially positioned

above the phantom, without contact, and oriented with an

initial angle θinit and initial force F0 = 0. Then, to

demonstrate the efficiency of the general control law (16)

we set a desired sinusoidal force signal with F0 = 5 N and

∆F = 2 N. The automatic horizontal centering of the ROI

is activated once the user selects this area in a graphical

interface developed for this work. We performed several

experiments using the set-up previous described. We present

the details for one of the experiments. A set of five desired

angles for the probe orientation is used: θ0 = θinit − 10◦,

θ1 = θ0 +5◦, θ2 = θ1 +5◦, θ3 = θ2 +5◦ and θ4 = θ3 +5◦.

The curves of error for the three tasks in this experiment

are shown in Fig. 6. We can see that the force error ranges

between ±1N due to the sinusoidal desired force variation.

Once the ROI is selected (at time 20 s), the object centering

error also decreases towards zero but still exhibits a low

remaining oscillation of ±3 mm due to the elastography

noise. However, the ROI is horizontally maintained close to

the image center even when the user successively changed

the probe desired angles at times 21, 90, 126, 167 and 205

s, keeping automatically the object of interest in the field of

view. Fig. 7 presents in the second row the overlay of the

b-mode US images and the elastograms, showing that the

elasticity map (ROI) has reached the horizontal center of the

full image for each probe orientation.

To improve the elastography quality, we propose to align

and average the different elastograms obtained for all probe

orientations. This alignment is performed by a warping

function that consists in applying a translation based on

the centroid relative position and the image relative rotation

between each elastogram of the object of interest (blue region

in the images of the third row in the Fig. 7, where dark blue is

the lower strain, and dark red is the highest strain). Once we

obtain the warped elastograms and average them together, the

result will ensure an improvement of the elastography quality

compared with only one elastogram obtained for a given

probe orientation. The result of this quality improvement is

shown in Fig. 8.

Further, in elastography, the concept of contrast-noise-

ratio (CNRe) allows to make a decision on accepting or

rejecting the presence of a lesion as presented in [20], and a

higher level of CNRe suggests better ability to detect the

lesion. Therefore, to evaluate the elastography quality in
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Fig. 6. Phantom experiment. Evolution of the system during the
experiment. (a) Force error curve, with F0 = 5 N and ∆F = 2 N. (b)
Probe orientation error curve. (c) Horizontal target centering error curve.
(d) Velocities of the 3-DOFs involved in the control law.

θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 mean

97.40 71.45 65.87 87.52 87.02 127.42

TABLE I. Comparison of the CNRe in dB of estimated elastography

images at the different probe orientations of the experiment and their

mean.

our experiment, we compute the CNRe in the elastography

images for each probe orientation and for their mean as

shown in Table I. The highest CNRe is obtained for the

image of the mean of the elastograms as we expected.

Fig. 8. Mean of aligned elastograms obtained from 5 probe orientations.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a new approach for automating the palpation

motion required for quantitative elastography that allows

also its quality improvement. The control is based on three

tasks that respectively generate the soft tissue deformation

required for ultrasound elastography, keeping the region

of interest centered in the image and changing the probe

orientation to observe the object of interest with different

angles of view. The average of the warped elasticity maps

computed from different probe orientations shows a better



Fig. 7. Experiment with different probe orientations: (a)-(e) show the pictures with the probe oriented at different angles, from left to right the angles
are θ0 = −10◦, θ1 = −5◦, θ2 = 0◦, θ3 = 5◦ and θ4 = 10◦. (f)-(j) show the b-mode image when the target is centered with the image and the ROI
overlaid for each probe orientation. The elastography obtained for each probe orientation is shown in the ROI of the images (k)-(o).

quality elastogram compared with the ones obtained from

a unique probe orientation. In future work we will extend

this approach to the use of a 3D ultrasound probe to provide

volumetric elastography information of soft tissue.
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